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1 IntroductionIn this paper we study the problem of actively learning an environment which is described by adeterministic �nite state automaton. The learner can be viewed as a robot performing a walk onthe target automaton M , beginning at the start state of M . At each time step it observes theoutput of the state it is at, and chooses a labeled edge to traverse to the next state. The learnerdoes not have a means of a reset (returning to the start state of M). In particular, we investigateexact learning algorithms which do not have access to a teacher that can give it counterexamples toits hypotheses. We also study the case in which the environment is noisy, in the sense that there issome �xed probability � that the learner observes an incorrect output of the state it is at.For both the noise-free and the noisy settings we present probabilistic learning algorithms forwhich the following holds. With high probability, the algorithm outputs a hypothesis automatonwhich can be used to correctly predict the outputs of the states on any path starting from the stateat which the hypothesis was output. Both algorithms run in time polynomial in the cover time ofM . The cover time of M is de�ned to be the smallest integer t such that for every state q in M ,a random walk of length t starting from q visits every state in M with probability at least 1=2. Inthe noisy setting we allow the running time of the algorithm to depend polynomially in 1=�, where� is a lower bound on 1=2� �. We restrict our attention to the case in which each edge is labeledeither by 0 or 1, and the output of each state is either 0 or 1. Our results are easily extendible tolarger alphabets.Our results follow the no-reset learning algorithm of Rivest and Schapire [10], which in turnuses Angluin's algorithm [2] (for learning automata with reset) as a subroutine. We use a variantof Angluin's algorithm which is similar to the one described in [1]. As in [10], we use a homingsequence to overcome the absence of a reset, only we are able to construct such a sequence withoutthe aid of a teacher, while Rivest and Schapire need a teacher to answer their equivalence queriesand supply them with counterexamples for their incorrect hypotheses. We \pay" for the absenceof a teacher by having the running time of the algorithm depend on the cover time of M , and thusthe algorithm is e�cient only if the cover time is polynomial in the number of states in M .In the noisy setting we use a \looping" idea presented by Dean et. al. [5]. Dean et. al. studya similar setting in which the noise rate is not �xed but is a function of the current state, andpresent a learning algorithm for this problem. However, they assume that the algorithm is eithergiven a distinguishing sequence for the target automaton, or can generate one e�ciently with highprobability. It is known that not every automaton has a distinguishing sequence. Moreover, even ifthe target automaton is known to have a distinguishing sequence, then there is not necessarily ane�cient procedure for �nding one such sequence, and this remains true when the automaton hassmall cover time.Other Related Work Angluin [1] proves that it is hard to exactly learn automata (even withreset) when the learner has access to a membership oracle but not to an equivalence oracle. However,this does not contradict our results, as the adversary argument made by Angluin uses automatawhich have hard to reach states and hence exponential cover time. In fact, Angluin shows that ifyou have a method of e�ciently reaching all states of the automaton (which is true for graphs withpolynomial cover time), then you can exactly learn the automaton using reset.In [7], it is shown how to learn typical automata (automata in which the underlying graph isarbitrary, but the accept/reject labels on the states are chosen randomly) by passive learning (the1



edge traversed by the robot is chosen randomly). In [12], an algorithm is given for learning DFAswith reset in the presence of persistent noise. In [6], an algorithm is given for learning DFAs byblurry concepts. Bender and Slonim [4] show how two robots can exactly learn directed graphswith no outputs on the states, while this task can not be performed by one robot and a constantnumber of pebbles. They generalize the notion of a homing sequence to this setting, and showhow such a two-robot homing sequence can be constructed e�ciently (without a teacher) using thepower of two robots. They also show how their algorithm can be modi�ed and made more e�cientif the graph has high conductance [14], where conductance is a measure of the expansion propertiesof the graph (not necessarily related to its cover time).2 Preliminaries2.1 Basic De�nitionsLet M be the deterministic �nite state automaton (DFA) we would like to learn. M is a 4-tuple(Q; �; q0; ) where Q is a �nite set of n states, � : Q� f0; 1g ! Q is the transition function, q0 2 Qis the starting state, and  : Q! f0; 1g, is the output function. The transition function, � , can beextended to be de�ned on Q � f0; 1g� in the usual manner. The output of a state q is (q). Theoutput associated with string u 2 f0; 1g� is de�ned as the output of the state reached by u, i.e.,the output of �(q0; u), and is denoted by M(u). Unless stated otherwise, all strings referred to areover the alphabet f0; 1g.For 0 < � < 1, let the �-cover time of M , denoted by C�(M) be de�ned as follows. For everystate q 2 Q, with probability at least 1 ��, a random walk of length C�(M) on the underlyinggraph ofM , starting at q, passes through every state inM . The cover time ofM , denoted by C(M)is de�ned to be the 1=2-cover time ofM . Clearly, for every 0 < � < 1=2, C�(M) � C(M) log(1=�).For two strings s1 and s2, let s1 �s2 denote the concatenation of s1 with s2. For two sets ofstrings S1 and S2 let S1 � S2 def= fs1 �s2 j s1 2 S1; s2 2 S2g. Let the empty string be denoted by �.A set of strings S is said to be pre�x closed if for every string s 2 S, all pre�xes of s (including �and s itself), are in S. A su�x closed set of strings is de�ned similarly. For a string s = s1 : : :st,and for 0 � ` � t, the length ` pre�x of s is s1 : : : s`, (where the length 0 pre�x is de�ned to be �).2.2 The Learning Models2.2.1 The noise free modelThe problem we study is that of exactly learning a deterministic �nite state automaton when thelearning algorithm has no means of resetting the automaton. The learning algorithm can be viewedas performing a \walk" on the automaton starting at q0. At each time step, the algorithm is atsome state q, and can observe q's output. The algorithm then chooses a symbol � 2 f0; 1g, uponwhich it moves to the state �(q; �). In the course of this walk it constructs a hypothesis DFA. Thealgorithm has exactly learned the target DFA if its hypothesis can be used to correctly predict thesequence of outputs corresponding to any given walk on the target DFA starting from the currentstate that it is at. The learning algorithm is an exact learning algorithm, if for every given � > 0,with probability at least 1� �, it exactly learns the target DFA. We also require that it be e�cient,2



i.e., that it run in time polynomial in n and log(1=�). We assume that the algorithm is given anupper bound on the cover time of M .We also consider the easier setting in which the learning algorithm has a means of resettingthe machine and may ask membership queries. Namely, for any string s 2 f0; 1g� it can query ateacher on the output of s according to M . We require that for any given � > 0, after asking apolynomial (in n and log 1=�) number of queries, each of polynomial length, it output a hypothesiscM , which equivalent to M , i.e., for every string s, cM(s) =M(s).2.2.2 The noisy modelOur assumptions on the noise follow the classi�cation noise model introduced by Angluin andLaird [3]. We assume that for some �xed noise rate � < 1=2, at each step, with probability 1 � �the algorithm observes the (correct) output of the state it has reached, and with probability � itobserves an incorrect output. The observed output of a state q reached by the algorithm is thusan independent random variable which is (q) with probability 1� �, and (q) with probability �.We do not assume that � is known, but we assume that some lower bound, �, on 1=2� �, is knownto the algorithm.As in the noise free model, the algorithm performs a single walk on the target DFA M , and isrequired to exactly learn M as de�ned above, where the predictions based on its �nal hypothesismust all agree with the correct outputs of M . Since the task of learning becomes harder as �approaches 1=2, and � approaches 0, we allow the running algorithm to depend polynomially on1=�, as well as on n and log 1=�.3 Exact Learning with ResetIn this section we describe a simple variant of Angluin's algorithm [2] for PAC learning deterministic�nite automata that was used in [12] and is similar to that in [1]. The algorithm works in the settingwhere the learner is given access to membership queries. The analysis is similar to that in [1] andshows that if the target automaton M has cover time C(M) then the algorithm exactly learns thetarget automaton in time linear in nC(M). We name the algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Reset, and itis used as a subroutine in the learning algorithm that has no means of a reset, which is describedin Section 4.Following Angluin, the algorithm constructs an Observation Table. An observation table is atable whose rows are labeled by a pre�x closed set of strings, R, and whose columns are labeled bya su�x closed set of strings, S. An entry in the table corresponding to a row labeled by the stringri, and a column labeled by the string sj , is M(ri�sj). We also refer to M(ri�sj) as the behavior ofri on sj . An observation table T induces a partition of the strings in R, according to their behavioron su�xes in S. Strings that reach the same state will be in the same equivalence class of thepartition. The aim is to re�ne the partition such that only strings reaching the same state will bein the same equivalence class, in which case we show that we can construct an automaton basedon the partition which is equivalent to the target automaton.More formally, for an observation table T and a string ri 2 R, let T (ri) denote the row in Tlabeled by ri. Namely, if S = fs1; : : : ; stg, then rowT (ri) = (T (ri �s1); : : : ; T (ri �st)). We say thattwo strings, ri; rj 2 R belong to the same equivalence class according to T , if rowT (ri) = rowT (rj).3



Given table T , we say that T is consistent if the following condition holds. For every pair ofstrings ri; rj 2 R such that ri and rj are in the same equivalence class, if ri��; rj�� 2 R for � 2 f0; 1g,then ri�� and rj�� belong to the same equivalence class as well. We say that T is closed if for everystring ri 2 R such that for some � 2 f0; 1g, ri �� =2 R, there exists a string rj 2 R such that ri andrj belong to the same equivalence class according to T , and for every � 2 f0; 1g, ri �� 2 R.Given a closed and consistent table T , we de�ne the following automaton,MT = fQT ; �T ; qT0 ; Tg,where each equivalence class corresponds to a state in MT :� QT def= frowT (ri) j ri 2 R; 8� 2 f0; 1g; ri�� 2 Rg;� �T (rowT (ri); �) def= rowT (ri ��);� qT0 def= rowT (�);� T(rowT (ri)) def= T (ri; �);It is not hard to verify that MT is consistent with T in the sense that for every ri 2 R, and forevery sj 2 S, MT (ri �sj) = T (ri; sj).The idea of the algorithm is as follows | �rst use a random walk to construct a set of stringsthat with high probability reach every state in the automaton. Then we show how to use thesestrings to construct an observation table that has an equivalence class for each state. Let r 2f0; 1gm be a random string of length m = C�(M) (where � is the con�dence parameter). LetR1 = fri j ri is a pre�x of rg, R2 = R1 � f�g for � 2 f0; 1g, and R = R1SR2. The learningalgorithm initializes S to include only the empty string, �, and �lls in the (single columned) tableby performing membership queries. Let us �rst observe that from the de�nition of C�(M), wehave that with probability at least 1 � �, for every state q 2 Q, there exists a string ri 2 R1,such that �(q0; ri) = q. Assume that this is in fact the case. It directly follows that T is alwaysclosed. Hence, the learning algorithm must only ensure that T be consistent. This is done asfollows. If there exists a pair of strings ri; rj 2 R such that rowT (ri) = rowT (rj), but for some� 2 f0; 1g, rowT (ri ��) 6= rowT (rj ��), then a string � �sk is added to S, where sk 2 S is such thatT (ri ��; sk) 6= T (rj ��; k), and the new entries in T are �lled in. The pseudo-code for the algorithmappears in Figure 1.It is clear that the inconsistency resolving process (stage 4 in the algorithm given in Figure 1)ends after at most n steps. This is true since every string added to S re�nes the partition inducedby T . On the other hand, the number of equivalence classes cannot exceed n, since for every pairof strings ri; rj 2 R such that rowT (ri) 6= rowT (rj), �(q0; ri) 6= �(q0; rj). The running time of thealgorithm is hence at most 3nC(M) log(1=�). We further make the following claim, whose proof isgiven in Appendix A.Lemma 3.1 If for every state q 2 Q, there exists a string ri 2 R1 such that �(q0; ri) = q, thenMT �M .We thus have the following theorem.Theorem 1 For every target automaton M , if C(M) = poly(n), then the running time of Exact-Learn-with-Reset is poly(n; log(1=�)), and with probability at least 1 � � it outputs a hypothesisDFA which is equivalent to M . 4



Algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Reset(�)1. let r be random string of length m = C�(M );2. let R1 be the set of all pre�xes of r; R2  R1 � f0; 1g;3. initialize T : R R1SR2, S  f�g, query all strings in R � S to �ll in T ;4. while T is not consistent do:� if exist ri; rj 2 R1, s.t. rowT (ri) = rowT (rj) but for some � 2 f0; 1g, rowT (ri ��) 6=rowT (rj ��) then:(a) let sk 2 S be such that T (ri ��; sk) 6= T (rj ��; sk);(b) update T : S  SSf� �skg, �ll new entries in table;� /* else table is consistent */5. if exists ri 2 R2 for which there is no rj 2 R1 such that rowT (ri) = rowT (rj) (T is notclosed), then return to 1 (rerun algorithm);aaThough we assume that with high probability the event that the table is not closed does not occur, weadd this last statement for completeness. We could of course solve this situation as in Angluin's algorithm,but we choose this solution for the sake of brevity.Figure 1: Algorithm Exact-Learn-with-reset4 Exact Learning without ResetIn this section we describe an exact learning algorithm (as de�ned in Subsection 2.2) for automatawhose cover time is polynomial in their size. This algorithm closely follows Rivest and Schapire'slearning algorithm [10]. However, we use new techniques that exploit the small cover time of theautomaton in place of relying on a teacher who supplies us with counterexamples to incorrecthypotheses.As in [10], we overcome the absence of a reset, by the use of a homing sequence, de�ned below.Definition 4.1 For a state q and sequence s = s1 : : : st 2 f0; 1gt, letqhsi def= (q)(�(q; s1)) : : :(�(q; s)) :A homing sequence h 2 f0; 1g�, is a sequence of symbols such that for every pair of states q1; q2 2 Q,if q1hhi = q2hhi, then �(q1; h) = �(q2; h).It is not hard to verify (cf. [9]) that every DFA has a homing sequence of length at mostquadratic in its size. Moreover, given the DFA, such a homing sequence can be found e�ciently.Assume we had a homing sequence h for our target DFA M (we shall of course remove thisassumption shortly). Then we would create at most n copies of the algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Reset , ELR�1; : : : ; ELR�n, each corresponding to a di�erent output sequence �i of the homingsequence, and hence to a di�erent e�ective starting state. At each stage, the algorithm walksaccording to the homing sequence, observing the output sequence �, and then simulates the nextstep of ELR�. The algorithm terminates when one of these copies completes. If we run eachcopy of Exact-Learn-with-Reset with the con�dence parameter �=n, then using Theorem 1, with5



probability at least 1� � the hypothesis of the completed copy is correct, and the running time ofthe algorithm is at most n4C(M) log(n=�). Details of the algorithm are given in Figure 2.Algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Homing-Sequence(�)� while no copy of Exact-Learn-with-Reset has completed do:1. perform the walk corresponding to h, and let � be the corresponding output sequence;2. if there does not exist a copy ELR� of Exact-Learn-with-Reset(�=n), then createsuch a new copy;3. simulate the next query of ELR� by performing the corresponding walk;4. if the observation table T� of ELR� is consistent and closed then output MT� ;/* ELR� has completed */5. if T� is consistent but not closed, then discard ELR�;Figure 2: Algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Homing-SequenceIf h is unknown, consider the case in which we guess a sequence h0 which is not a homingsequence and run the algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Homing-Sequence with h0 instead of h. Since h0is not a homing sequence, there exist two states q1 6= q2, such that for some pair of states q01; q02, awalk starting at q01 reaches q1 upon executing h0 and a walk starting at q02 reaches q2 upon executingh0, but the output sequence in both cases is the same. Therefore, when we simulate the copy ELR�,some of the queries (walks) might be performed starting from q1, and some might be performedstarting from q2.There are two possible consequences to such an event. The �rst is that the algorithm discoversthat there is no single starting state corresponding to the observation table T�. This can bediscovered either by observing two di�erent outputs when performing the same walk (which mighthappen when the algorithm asks two queries such that one is a pre�x of the other), or if the numberof columns in T� is greater than n. In the �rst case we have found a distinguishing sequence betweenq1 and q2, and in the second case, we can use a probabilistic procedure proposed by Rivest andSchapire [10] to �nd such a distinguishing sequence. In both cases we can simply extend h0 by thedistinguishing sequence found and restart the algorithm with the \improved" h0. Clearly, h0 canbe extended in this manner at most n� 1 times before it becomes a true homing sequence, whosetotal length is at most (n� 1)(C(M) log(n=�) + n) plus the initial length of h0.The second possible consequence is that the observation table T� becomes consistent and closed,but the hypothesis MT� is incorrect . This may occur since di�erent entries correspond to queriesanswered from di�erent e�ective starting states. If the learning algorithm had access to a teacherwho would supply it with a counterexample to its incorrect hypothesis, then it could extend h0 bythe counterexample and proceed as described above. In what follows we describe how to modifythe algorithm so that it constructs a (true) homing sequence without the aid of a teacher. Thepseudocode for the algorithm appears in Figure 3. It is interesting to note that the (tempting)idea to try and randomly guess a counterexample does not work even in the case of automata thathave small cover time. Rivest and Zuckerman [11] construct a pair of automata which both havesmall cover time, but for which the probability of randomly guessing a distinguishing sequence isexponentially small. These automata are described in Appendix B.We now show how we can avoid the second possible consequence and discover whether a copy of6



ELR� is simulated from several e�ective starting states. We de�ne the algorithm Exact-Learn-with-Reset-R to be a variant of Exact-Learn-with-Reset, in which each query is repeated N consecutivetimes, where N is set subsequently. Suppose that instead of simulating copies ELR�, of Exact-Learn-with-Reset, as in Exact-Learn-with-Homing-Sequence, we simulate copies ELRR� of Exact-Learn-with-Reset-R. Then, if we �nd that for the same query w, we get two di�erent answers (in twodi�erent simulations of some ELRR�), then we know that h is not a homing sequence, and thuswe extend h by w, and restart the algorithm.1 We would like to ensure, that with high probability,if a copy ELRR� corresponds to more than one starting state, and there are two of these startingstates that disagree on some entry in T�, then we shall discover it.For a candidate homing sequence h, let Q� be the set of states reached upon executing h andobserving �. Namely, Q� def= fq : q 2 Q; 9q0 s.t. q0hhi = �g. For a state q 2 Q� , let B(q) be theset of states from which q is reached upon executing h, i.e., B(q) def= fq0 : q0 2 Q; �(q0; h) = qg.We would like to guarantee, that with high probability, for every query to �ll an entry in T�, andfor every q 2 Q� , one of the N repetitions of the query is executed starting from q. To this end wedo the following. Each time before we execute h, we randomly choose a length 0 � ` � C�(M),and perform a random walk of length `. The idea behind this random walk is that for every state,there is some non-negligble probability of reaching it upon performing the random walk.For some entry (ri; sj) in T�, consider the N executions of h whose outcome was � and whichwere followed by the simulation of the query ri �sj . For a given q 2 Q� , we bound the probabilitythat we did not reach q after any one of the N executions of h as follows. Assume that instead ofchoosing a random length and performing a random walk of that length, we �rst randomly choose astring t of length C�(M), then choose a random length `, and �nally perform a walk correspondingto the length ` pre�x of t. Clearly the distribution on the states reached at the end of this walk isequivalent to the distribution on the states reached by the original randomized procedure. Thus,the probability that we did not reach some q 2 Q� is at most N� + (1 � 1=C�(M))N . The �rstterm is a bound on the probability that for one of the random strings t, none of the states in B(q)were passed on the walk corresponding to t. Given that such an event did not occur, the secondterm is a bound on the probability that none of the pre�xes chosen reached any of these states.It remains to set � and N . Since we simulate at most n2 copies ELRR� during the completerun of the algorithm, each with the parameter �=(2n2), then with probability at least 1� �=2, eachcopy has a row in its observation table which corresponds to each state in Q. It follows (Lemma 3.1)that when h �nally turns into a homing sequence (after at most n� 1 extensions), and some tableT� becomes consistent, then MT� is a correct hypothesis.For each of the possible n2 copies ELRR�, the number of entries in the observation table T� isat most nC(M) log(2n=�). If we choose N and � so thatN�+ (1� 1=(C(M) log(1=�)))N < �=(2n3C(M) log(2n=�)) ;then with probability at least 1��=2, we do not output a hypothesis of a copy ELRR� which corre-sponds to more than one e�ective starting state (unless the di�erent starting states are equivalent).1As in [10], we actually need not discard all copies and restart the algorithm, but we may only discard the copyin which the disagreement was found, and construct an adaptive homing sequence which results in a more e�cientalgorithm. For sake of simplicity of this presentation, we continue with the use of the less e�cient, preset homingsequence. 7



The following choice gives us the required bound:N = C(M) log 4n3C(M) log 2n�� ! log2 C(M) log 4n3C(M) log 2n�� !! ;� = �4Nn3C(M) log 2n� :We have thus proven that:Theorem 2 Algorithm Exact-Learn is an exact learning algorithm for automata whose cover timeis polynomial in n.Algorithm Exact-Learn(�)1. h �;2. while no copy of Exact-Learn-with-Reset-R is completed do:(a) choose uniformly and at random a length ` 2 [0; : : : ; C�(M )], and then perform arandom walk of length `.(b) perform the walk corresponding to h, and let � be the corresponding output sequence;(c) if there does not exist a copy ELRR� of Exact-Learn-with-Reset-R(�=(2n2)), thencreate such a new copy;(d) simulate the next query w of ELRR� by performing the corresponding walk;(e) if the answer to w is di�erent from a previous answer to w, then do:i. h h�w;ii. discard all existing copies of Exact-Learn-with-Reset-R, and go to 2; /* restartalgorithm with extended h */(f) if the observation table T� of ELRR� is consistent and closed then output MT� ; /*ELRR� has completed */(g) if T� is consistent but not closed, then discard ELRR�;Figure 3: Algorithm Exact-Learn5 Exact Learning in the Presence of NoiseIn this section we describe how to modify the learning algorithm described in Section 4 in order toovercome a noisy environment. We name the new algorithm Exact-Noisy-Learn, and its pseudo-codeappears in Figure 4 in Appendix C. Though the correctness of the algorithm described below relieson the fact the noise rate, �, is �xed, we hope that it can be modi�ed to work in the case where �is not �xed, but rather that for each state q there may be a di�erent error probability �(q).We �rst observe that � can easily be approximated within a small additive error �, and withprobability at least 1� �=2, in time polynomial in n, 1=�, log 1=�, and 1=� by methods similar tothose in [12]. The idea used is as follows. If strings w1 and w2 reach the same state, then for every8



su�x z, w1z and w2z also reach the same state. Thus, the di�erence in the behavior of w1 and w2on a set of su�xes is entirely due to the noise. If strings w1 and w2 reach di�erent states, thentheir di�erence in behavior on a set of su�xes Z is due to the di�erent actual behavior of the stateson Z as well as the noise. Thus in order to estimate the noise rate, we �nd two strings that reachthe same state and estimate the di�erence in their behavior. This can be done as follows. Let t bean arbitrary string of length L. Suppose t is executed n + 1 times, and for 1 � i � n + 1, let qibe the state reached after performing t exactly i � 1 times and let oi = oi1 : : : oiL be the sequenceof outputs corresponding to the ith execution of t. Clearly, for some pair of indices i 6= j, qi = qj .For every pair 1 � i < j � n + 1, let dij = 1LPLk=1 oik � ojk. De�ne dmin to be the minimum valueover all such pairs, and let �̂ < 1=2 be the solution of the quadratic equation 2�̂(1� �̂) = dmin. Ifqi = qj , then E[dij] = 2�(1� �). It can easily be veri�ed that if qi 6= qj , then E[dij] � 2�(1� �).We can thus apply Hoe�ding's inequality [8] to derive an upper bound on jdmin � 2�(1� �)j as afunction of L, which implies a lower bound on j�̂� �j.2 We thus assume from here on, that we havea good approximation, �̂, of �.As in the noise free case, assume �rst that the algorithm has means of a reset. Then we can usethe technique of [13] and de�ne a slight modi�cation of Exact-Learn-with-Reset, named Exact-Noisy-Learn-with-Reset, which simply repeats each query N times, and �lls the corresponding entry in thetable with the majority observed label. Thus, with high probability, for an appropriate choice ofN , the majority observed label is in fact the correct label of the queried string. Next we assumethat the algorithm has no means of a reset, but instead, has a homing sequence, h. Clearly, in asingle execution of h, with high probability, the output sequence will be erroneous. We thus adapta technique that was used in [5]Assume we execute the homing sequence m consecutive times, where m >> n. The last m� nexecutions of the homing sequence must be following a cycle. We use this fact to estimate theoutput sequence corresponding to the last homing sequence executed. For 1 � i � m, let qibe the state reached after the ith execution of h, and let oi = oi1 : : : oijhj be the output sequencecorresponding to this execution. Then there exists some (minimal) period p, where 1 � p � n,such that for every 1 � k � b(m � n)=pc, qm = qm�kp. For every 1 � j � jhj we let �j = 1 if(1=b(m�n)=pc)Pb(m�n)=pck=1 om�kvj > 1=2, and 0 otherwise. It follows that with high probability, foran appropriate choice ofm, the sequence � = �1 : : :�jhj is the correct output sequence correspondingto the last execution of h. In this case we could proceed as in Exact-Learn-with-Homing-Sequence,simulating copies of Exact-Noisy-Learn-with-Reset, instead of copies of Exact-Learn-with-Reset.How do we �nd the period p? For each possible length 1 � v � n, let mv = b(m� n)=vc, andlet ~ v be an jhj dimensional vector which is de�ned as follows. For 1 � j � jhj, vj = 1=mv mvXk=1 om�kvj :Let qij be the state reached after i executions of h, followed by the length j pre�x of h. Whenv = p, then for every k; k0, and for every j, qm�kvj = qm�k0vj . Therefore, with high probability, forevery j,  vj is either 1� �̂ � �, or �̂ � �, for some small additive error �.When v 6= p, then there are two possibilities. If for every j and for every k; k0, (qm�kvj ) =(qm�k0vj ) (even though qm�kvj might di�er from qm�k0vj ), then the following is still true. De�ne2For a more detailed analysis, see [12]. 9



�vj to be 1 if  vj is greater than 1=2, and 0 if it is at most 1=2. Then �v is the correct outputsequence corresponding to the last execution of h. Otherwise, let j be an index for which theabove does not hold, and let K0 = fk j (qm�kvj ) = 0g, and K1 = fk j (qm�kvj ) = 1g. We claimthat both K0=mv and K1=mv are at least 1=p � 1=n. This is true since v � p must be a period aswell, and hence for every k and k0 which are multiples of v � p, qm�kvj = qm�k0vj . It follows thatE[ vj ] = �(1� �) + (1� �)� where � = K1=mv. Since 1=n � � � 1� 1=n,� + (1� 2�) 1n � E[ vj ] � (1� �)� (1� 2�) 1n :For an appropriate choice of m we can thus infer the correct output sequence corresponding to thehoming sequence h (or any other given sequence). The pseudo-code for the procedure describedabove appears in Figure 5 in Appendix C.It remains to treat the case in which a homing sequence is not known. Similarly to the noisefree case, for a (correct) output sequence � corresponding to a candidate homing sequence h,let Q� be all states q 2 Q for which there exists a state q0 2 Q such that q0hhi = �. For astate q 2 Q�, let B(q) be the set of states q0 such that �(q0; hm) = q. Let (ri; sj) be an entryin the table for which there exist q1; q2 2 Q�, such that (�(q1; ri �sj)) 6= (�(q2; ri �sj)). LetQ1� = fq j q 2 Q� ; (�(q1; ri�sj)) = 1g, and let Q0� be de�ned similarly. If, as in the noise free case,the query ri �sj is repeated N times, and a random walk of some length ` � kC(M) is performedprior to the m executions of h, then with high probability the fraction of times a state q 2 Q1�(Q0�)is reached is at least 1=kC(M). As in the analysis above for identifying a length v which is not aperiod, we can identify that we have a mixture of more than one starting state, and extend h byri �sj .The above discussion constitutes a proof sketch of the following theorem:Theorem 3 Algorithm Exact-Noisy-Learn is an exact learning algorithm in the presence of noisefor automata whose cover time is polynomial in n.References[1] Dana Angluin. A note on the number of queries needed to identify regular languages. Infor-mation and Control, 51:76{87, 1981.[2] Dana Angluin. Learning regular sets from queries and counterexamples. Information andComputation, 75:87{106, November 1987.[3] Dana Angluin and Philip Laird. Learning from noisy examples. Machine Learning, 2(4):343{370, 1988.[4] Michael Bender and Donna Slonim. The power of team exploration: Two robots can learn un-labeled directed graphs. In Proceedings of the Thrity Fifth Annual Symposium on Foundationsof Computer Science, pages 75{85, 1994.[5] Thomas Dean, Dana Angluin, Kenneth Basye, Sean Engelson, Leslie Kaelbling, EvangelosKokkevis, and Oded Maron. Inferring �nite automata with stochastic output functions andan application to map learning. In Proceedings Tenth National Conference on Arti�cial Intel-ligence, pages 208{214, July 1992. 10
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A Proof of Lemma 3.1Proof of Lemma 3.1: Let � : Q ! QT be de�ned as follows: for each q 2 Q, �(q) = T (ri),where ri 2 R is such that �(q0; ri) = q. From the assumption in the statement of the lemmawe have that for every state q 2 Q, there exists a string ri 2 R1 such that �(q0; ri) = q. Byde�nition of deterministic �nite automata, if for ri 6= rj in R, �(q0; ri) = �(q0; rj), then necessarilyT (ri) = T (rj). It follows that � is well de�ned. We next show that � satis�es the followingproperties:1. �(q0) = qT0 ;2. 8q 2 Q, 8� 2 f0; 1g, �(�(q; �)) = �T (�(q); �);3. 8q 2 Q; (q) = T (�(q))If � has the above properties, then for every string s 2 f0; 1g�, (�(q0; s)) = T (�T (qT0 ; s)), and theclaim follows.� has the �rst property since �(q0; �) = q0, and qT0 def= T (�). � has the third property sinceT (T (ri)) def= T (ri; �) =M(ri) = (�(q0; ri)). It remains to prove the second property. Let ri 2 R1be such that �(q0; ri) = q. From the assumption in the statement of the lemma, we know there existssuch a string. Thus, �(q) = T (ri). By de�nition ofMT , �T (T (ri); �) = T (ri��). Since �(q0; ri) = q,we have that �(q; �) = �(q0; ri��), and by de�nition of �, �(�(q; �)) = T (ri ��) = �T (T (ri); �).Note that if M is irreducible in the sense that for every pair of states q; q0 2 Q, there exists astring s of length at most n, such that the label of �(q; s) di�ers from the label of �(q0; s), then �is an isomorphism.B Rivest and Zuckerman's exampleWe describe below a pair of automata, constructed by Rivest and Zuckerman, which have thefollowing properties. Both automata have small cover time (O(n logn)), but the probability that arandom string distinguishes between the two is exponentially small.The �rst automaton, M1, is de�ned as follows. It has n = 3k states that are ordered in k + 1columns where k is odd. Each state is denoted by q[i; j], where 0 � i � k is the column the statebelongs to, and 1 � j � 3 is its height in the column. The starting state, q[0; 1] is the only state incolumn 0. In column 1 there are two states, q[1; 1] and q[1; 2], and in all other columns there arethree states. All states have output 0 except for the state q[k; 1] which has output 1. The transitionfunction, �(�; �), is de�ned as follows. For 0 � i < k,� (q[i; j]; 0) = q[i+ 1; max(1; i� 1)] and � (q[i; j]; 1) = q[i+ 1; min(3; i+ 1)] : (1)All transition from the last column are to q[0; 1], i.e., for � 2 f0; 1g, � (q[k; j]; �) = q[0; 1].The second automaton,M2, is de�ned the same as M1, except for the outgoing edges of q[0; 1],which are switched. Namely, in M2, � (q[0; 1]; 0) = q[1; 2], and � (q[0; 1]; 1) = q[1; 1].The underlying graphs ofM1 andM2, have a strong synchronizing property: any walk performedin parallel on the two graphs, in which there are either two consecutive 0's or two consecutive 1's(where the latter does not include the �rst two symbols), will end up in the same state on both12



graphs. Therefore, the only way to distinguish between the automata is that after any outgoing edgeof q[0; 1] is traversed, to perform a walk corresponding to the sequence (10) k�12 . The probabilitythis sequence is chosen on a random walk of polynomial length is clearly exponentially small.C Algorithm Exact-Noisy-LearnAlgorithm Exact-Noisy-Learn(�)1. h �;2. while no copy of Exact-Noisy-Learn-with-Reset is completed do:(a) � Execute-Homing-Sequence(h);(b) if there does not exist a copy ENLR� of Exact-Noisy-Learn-with-Reset(�=(2n2)),then create such a new copy;(c) simulate the next query w of ENLR� by performing the corresponding walk; let �i(w)be the output of the state reached, where i is the number of times w has been queried.(d) if i = N then let f(w) = (1=N )PNi=1 �i(w). If jf(w)� �̂j > �, and jf(w)� (1� �̂)j > �then do:i. h h�w;ii. discard all existing copies of Exact-Noisy-Learn-with-Reset, and go to (2); /*restart algorithm with extended h */(e) if the observation table T� of ENLR� is consistent and closed then output MT� ; /*ENLR� has completed */(f) if T� is consistent but not closed, then discard ENLR�;Figure 4: Algorithm Exact-Noisy-LearnProcedure Execute-Homing-Sequence(h)1. choose uniformly and at random a length ` 2 [0; : : : ; C�(M )], and then perform a randomwalk of length `.2. perform the walk corresponding to h for m consecutive times, and for 1 � i � m, let oi bethe output sequence corresponding to the ith execution of h;3. for each length 1 � v � n, and for every 1 � j � jhj, let  vj = 1=mvPmvk=1 om�kvj , wheremv = bm=vc;4. let v be such that for every j either j vj � �̂j � �, or j vj � (1� �̂)j � �; if there is no such v,then return to (1);5. for 1 � j � jhj, let �j = 1 if mjv > 1=2, and 0 otherwise;6. return �; Figure 5: Procedure Execute-Homing-Sequence13


